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@ N/'ASD/'A ADEOS
The Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS) is developed with the aim of
establishment of platform technology for future spacecraft and inter-orbit
communication technology for the transmission of earth observation data.
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Shape : Module type with deployable paddle
Body: Approx.4x4x5(m)
Solar Paddle: Approx.3x26(m)
Weight : Approx. 3.5 ton(at lift-off)
Launch date: 8/17/1996
Launch Vehicle :H-II
Launch Site :Tanegashima Space Center
Orbit : Sun Synchronous Subrecurrent
Altitude: Approx. 800km
Inclination : Approx. 98.6 deg.
Period : Approx. 101 rnin.
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_) NJ"_SDJ"_. Electrical Power Subsystem
EPS 1
Battery pack
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0 N/'&SD/'& Battery Assembly
ADEOS uses 5 batteries, consists of 2 packs
Weight • 19.3kg/pack(16cells)
Volume • 276(T) x 264(W) x 175(H)mm/pack
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O N/'_SD/& Simplified Block Diagram of the ADEOS EPS
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VT Curve
ADEOS has 8 VT curves.
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_,_ N r_sL'_.,_ Charge and Discharge of Battery #1(VT=6)
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N/'_kSD_ Charge and Discharge of Battery #1(VT=5)






DOD is less than that of prediction(20%), so changed the
VT level (from 6 to 5) to avoid the over charge.
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ADEO5 Ni-Cd B_t-I Flight Data
EOCV
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DOD Trend of ADEOS BAT#1
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O Simulation Test
We started the simulation test to evaluate the




16 cell stack (ADEOS EM cell)
15700cyc ( 3 years @LEO )





Contingency (simulate the reduce of solar array power)
4 battery Operation(simulate lbattery failure)
Capacity test after 15700cyc
Reconditioning
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17.5A(1/2C), an3; cell at I Volt
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0 N/"_SD/"_ Cycle Trend of EOCV and EODV
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This plot is overlapped by 16 cells.
Each cell shows the same level of voltage.
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100kgf(total tension)=0.813kgf/cm2(face pressure)
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Charge characteristics at 8,1006,5202,9732,14880,19914cyc
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Voltage, Current and Tension at Discharge
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O Differences of each cell voltage
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This plot is overlapped by 16 cells at 14880cyc.
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0 N/'ASI" /'A Capacity test at 15700cycle
Capacity initial • 38.93Ah
after 15700cyc: 27.12Ah
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10 ..,.,.,,__.,_,..,,_,,....N_"_'SD_ Residual and Full-Charged Capacity Test
@15700cycle
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O N/'ASD/"A Conclusion
ADEOS Flight Data
Each battery shows good performance.
DOD is fluctuated from 10 to 15%.
oCTemperature is controlled from 0 to 15 .
ADEOS Simulation Data
Test result satisfied the required 15700 cycle.
Each cell's voltage dispersion is little.
Capacity at 15700cyc was 27.12Ah.
Test is continued over 22000 cycle(@11/1996).
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